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Abstract. We provide general methods in the calculus of variations for the anisotropic Plateau
problem in arbitrary dimension and codimension. Given a collection of competing “surfaces,”
which span a given “bounding set” in an ambient metric space, we produce one minimizing
an elliptic area functional. The collection of competing surfaces is assumed to satisfy a set of
geometrically-defined axioms. These axioms hold for collections defined using any combination
of homological, cohomological or linking number spanning conditions. A variety of minimization
problems can be solved, including sliding boundaries.
1. Introduction
Plateau’s problem asks if there exists a surface of least area among those with a given boundary.
It was named after the French physicist Joseph Plateau, who in the 19th century experimented
with soap films and formulated laws that describe their structure. There is no single theorem
or conjecture called Plateau’s problem; it is rather a general framework which has many precise
formulations. Douglas and Rado´ [Dou31, Rad30] independently solved the first such formulation
of Plateau’s problem by finding an area minimizer among immersed parametrized disks with a
prescribed boundary in Rn. Three seminal papers appearing in 1960 [Rei60, FF60, dG60] employed
different definitions of “surface” and “boundary” and solved distinct versions of the problem. The
techniques developed in these papers gave birth to the modern field of geometric measure theory.
We will briefly mention the problems solved in [Rei60] and [FF60], leaving proper definitions and
details to the original sources. An m-rectifiable set equipped with a pointwise orientation and integer
multiplicity can be integrated against differential forms. Such objects are called “rectifiable currents”
and possess mass (m-dimensional Hausdorff measure weighted by the multiplicity) and a boundary
operator (the dual to exterior derivative.) If the boundary of a rectifiable current is also rectifiable,
it is called an “integral current.” Federer and Fleming [FF60] used these integral currents to define
their competing surfaces and used mass to define “area.” On the other hand, Reifenberg [Rei60]
used compact sets for surfaces and Hausdorff measure to define area. There is no boundary operator
defined for sets, so instead he turned to Cˇech homology to define a collection of competing “surfaces”
with a given boundary. Roughly speaking, given a boundary set A and a set L of Cˇech cycles in A,
a set X Ą A is a competing surface if each cycle in L bounds in X.
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There are advantages and disadvantages to using either sets or currents. Each approach has its
own applications and is suitable for different problems. Sets tend to be more difficult to work with
than currents because of the lack of a boundary operator and the fact that unlike mass, Hausdorff
measure is not lower-semicontinuous in any useful topology. A substantive difference between the
two is that integral currents possess an orientation and sets do not. In practice, two currents with
opposite orientations cancel when brought together, while sets do not. Sets are better models for
physical soap films, since if two soap films touch, they merge rather than cancel.
Plateau’s problem requires minimization of an area functional X ÞÑ ApXq where X is a competing
surface and A refers to either mass or m-dimensional Hausdorff measure. The problem can be
generalized to a heterogeneous problem by allowing the ambient density of A to vary pointwise by
a function f . In this case, one would minimize the functional X ÞÑ ş
X
fppqdA. The heterogeneous
problem itself is a special case of an anisotropic minimization problem in which the density function
f can depend non-trivially on m-dimensional tangent directions. In this case, the functional would
be X ÞÑ ş
X
fpp, TpXqdA.
For example, consider the cost of building roads between several towns. If the land is flat and homo-
geneous but with a varying cost of acquisition, then the cost minimization problem is a heterogenous
but isotropic minimization problem. However, if the land is hilly with variable topography, then
cost becomes an anisotropic problem.
Almgren [Alm68] worked on the anisotropic minimization problem and defined a necessary ellipticity
condition on the area functional. Roughly speaking, an anisotropic area functional is elliptic if an
m-disk centered at any given point can be made small enough so that it very nearly minimizes the
area functional among surfaces with the same pm´1q-sphere boundary. This ellipticity condition as
defined in [Alm68] is analogous to Morrey’s quasiconvexity used in parametric variational problems
[Mor52]. Federer [Fed69] used a parametric variant of Almgren’s elliptic integrands to obtain an
anisotropic version of [FF60] for integral currents.
In this paper we establish the existence of an m-dimensional surface in an ambient metric space which
minimizes an elliptic area functional for collections of sets satisfying axiomatic spanning conditions,
including the collections considered in [Alm68]. This solves a problem of geometric measure theory
from the 1960’s (e.g., see [Alm68], [Alm76],) namely to provide an elliptic version of the “size1
minimization problem” as in Reifenberg [Rei60]. Roughly speaking, given a bounding set A and
a collection of m-rectifiable sets X which “span” A with respect to a geometrically-defined set of
axioms §1.2.3, we prove there exists an element in the collection with minimum m-dimensional
Hausdorff measure, weighted by an anisotropic density function. In §2.2 we describe a variety of
topologically-defined collections which satisfy the axioms. Our methods build upon the isotropic
results in [HP15,HP16].
1.1. Recent history and current developments. In [HP13] we used linking numbers to specify
spanning conditions: If M is an oriented pn ´ 2q-dimensional connected submanifold of Rn, we
say a set X Ă Rn spans M if every circle embedded in the complement of M which has linking
number one with M has non-trivial intersection with X. This definition can be extended to arbitrary
codimension by replacing linking circles with spheres and to the case that M is not connected by
1“Size” in this context refers to Hausdorff measure. Physically realistic models of soap films use size instead of mass
to define area.
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specifying linking numbers with each component. We proved the following result, relying on [Alm76]
for regularity:
Theorem [HP13]
Let M be an oriented, compact pn´2q-dimensional submanifold of Rn and S the collection of compact
sets spanning M . There exists an X0 in S with smallest size. Any such X0 contains a “core” X0˚ P S
with the following properties: It is a subset of the convex hull of M and is a.e. (in the sense of
pn´ 1q-dimensional Hausdorff measure) a real analytic pn´ 1q-dimensional minimal submanifold.
De Lellis, Ghiraldin and Maggi [DLGM15] built upon our linking number spanning condition and
extracted more general axiomatic spanning conditions, a possibility first envisioned by David. Their
beautiful work gave a new proof to the main result of [HP13] and, simultaneously, a new approach to
the “sliding boundary” problem also posed by David [Dav14a] (see §2.2.4 for further discussion.) De
Philippis, de Rosa and Ghiraldin in [DPRG15] extended their paper to higher codimension, replacing
links by simple closed curves with links by spheres.
In [HP15,HP16], we extended [HP13] to higher codimension using a spanning condition defined using
cohomology. We also minimized Hausdorff measure weighted by an isotropic Ho¨lder density function.
By Alexander duality, taking geometric representatives for homology classes, this cohomological
spanning condition is equivalent to the above linking condition, but in which the linking spheres are
replaced with surfaces with possibly higher genus and conical singularities.
The isotropic density function of [HP15,HP16] was replaced by an anisotropic density in the current
paper. At essentially the same time as this paper was announced, de Lellis, de Rosa and Ghiraldin
posted [DDRG16] for codimension one. Our two approaches use different axiomatic spanning con-
ditions. Our axioms §1.2.3 are, roughly speaking, that our collections of sets are closed under the
action of diffeomorphisms keeping the bounding set A fixed and Hausdorff limits. We note that
all collections using homological, cohomological, or linking spanning conditions satisfy these condi-
tions. The axioms of [DDRG16], similar to those in its predecessor [DLGM15], use so-called “good
classes” and “deformation classes.” Roughly speaking, “good classes” use cup competitors arising
from Caccioppoli theory and “deformation classes” have to do with behavior under Lipschitz defor-
mations. (We refer to [DDRG16] for the full definitions.) Neither cup nor deformed competitors are
assumed to be included in the original collection, but “are approximable in energy” by elements of
the collection.
1.2. Advances in this paper.
1.2.1. Ambient spaces. In this paper we permit the ambient space in which the minimization
occurs to be a certain type of metric space which can be isometrically embedded in Rn as a Lipschitz
retraction of some neighborhood of itself. See Definition 2.0.1. Examples include Riemannian
manifolds with boundary and/or conical singularities. (See Figure 2.2.)
Whenever one wishes to extend a particular result in geometric measure theory from Euclidean
space to an ambient Riemannian manifold, one is faced with the choice of either working in charts,
or embedding the manifold in Euclidean space and proving that the various constructions used can
be deformed back onto the manifold. Indeed, this second approach is usually much simpler, and
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Figure 1. This pinched solid torus is an ambient space for anisotropic minimization
problems. The bounding set A is the union of two (dashed) circles in the interior of
the torus and the interior pinched (dashed) cylinder depicts a competitor spanning
A.
yields further generalization to spaces more general than manifolds, namely Lipschitz neighborhood
retracts. We have, for the most part, chosen this second approach. However, the full category of
Lipschitz neighborhood retracts seems slightly out of reach. We make use of one construction in
particular, namely Lemma 3.0.4, in which it is vital to assume slightly more about the ambient
space, namely that the Lipschitz retraction can be “localized” (Definition 2.0.1.) Nevertheless, this
slightly restricted class of Lipschitz neighborhood retracts contains all the interesting examples we
can think of, including Riemannian manifolds with boundary and certain singularities.
1.2.2. Bounding sets. In our approach to the size minimization problem, we begin with a fixed
“bounding set” A. This is a compact set that all competitors X are assumed to contain2. The role
that A plays in Plateau problems mimics that of a boundary condition in PDE’s, but we call A
a “bounding set” since it might look nothing like the boundary of an m-dimensional set in some
simple examples (see Figure 3.) We permit A to be any compact set, including the empty set and
sets with dimension n (we minimize the elliptic functional over the sets XzA.)
1.2.3. Geometrically defined axiomatic spanning conditions. The problem of finding ax-
iomatic conditions on collections of sets sufficient to solve minimization problems was posed in
[Dav14b]. The axioms presented in §2.2 assume that our collections of sets are closed under Lip-
schitz deformations and Hausdorff limits. These conditions are all met by the algebraic spanning
conditions in 1.2.4. If the ambient space is a Riemannian manifold, then the Lipschitz deformations
can be replaced by diffeomorphisms isotopic to the identity (see Definition 2.2.2.)
1.2.4. Algebraic spanning conditions. Currents possess a boundary operator, and for minimiza-
tion problems in which the “surfaces” are currents, this boundary operator can be used to specify a
2Or alternatively, all competitors X are assumed to be relatively closed subsets of the complement of A. This is a
stylistic choice; there are pros and cons to both approaches, but they are mathematically equivalent.
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spanning condition. That is, a current S is said to span a current T if the boundary of S is T . How-
ever, there is no boundary operator for sets and it takes more work to specify spanning conditions for
minimization problems involving sets. We are aware of two closely related types of algebraic span-
ning conditions which satisfy our axioms. The first is defined using Cˇech theory, either homological,
cohomological or a combination of the two (see Definition 2.2.5.). The second uses linking numbers
as defined in §1.1, and is homotopical in nature (see Definition 2.2.6.) The key property needed
for both types is continuity under either weak or Hausdorff limits. That is, if tXiu is a minimizing
sequence of surfaces satisfying a spanning condition, and Xi converges to X0, then X0 should also
satisfy the spanning condition. The Cˇech theoretic spanning conditions satisfy this property due to
the unique continuity property of Cˇech theory. The linking number spanning conditions satisfy the
property due to the fact that null intersection of compact sets is an open condition. See Definition
2.2.5 for more details and Figure 2 for an illustrative example.
1.3. Methods. Our methods are those of classical geometric measure theory, drawing tools from
Besicovitch [Bes48, Bes49a, Bes49b], Reifenberg [Rei60], Federer and Fleming [FF60], [Fle66], and
our previous work [HP13,HP15,HP16]. We do not use quasiminimal sets, varifolds or currents at any
stage in our proof, nor do we reference any results which require their use. Our proof of rectifiability
is not based on density and Preiss’s theorem, as was our isotropic result [HP15, HP16], but rather
Federer-Fleming and Besicovitch-Federer projections.
Reifenberg regular sequences Reifenberg did not use quasiminimal sets and thus did not en-
counter their problems, e.g., [Alm68]3. The authors found a key definition buried in a proof of [Rei60]
and overlooked until now. “Reifenberg regular sequences” are sequences tXkukPN in which Xk has a
uniform lower bound on density ratios, down to a scale that decreases as k increases (see Definition
4.0.1). Given a minimizing convergent sequence, it is not too hard to produce a Reifenberg regular
subsequence. Limits of these sequences have nice properties (see [HP16] §4.3,) most importantly the
possession of a uniform lower density bound. The main result of the current paper boils down to
showing that two key constructions of Fleming (see Lemma 3.0.6 and [Fle66] 8.2,) and Almgren (see
Theorem 4.0.12 and [Alm68] 3.2(c)) can be applied to Reifenberg regular minimizing sequences.
3The authors believe that the existence proof in [Alm68] contains a flaw. If there is control over the Hausdorff measures
of deformations of the elements of a minimizing sequence tXkukPN, and this control is uniform across all scales and
all k, then the job of analyzing the limit set becomes markedly easier. This condition is called “pM, 0, δq-minimizing”
in [Alm76] and “uniformly quasiminimal” by others. Such sequences have nice properties; in particular, their limit
sets are m-rectifiable with good bounds on density ratios. However, despite efforts by experts in the field there is
as of yet no known method to convert an arbitrary minimizing sequence tXku into a uniformly quasiminimal one.
There is a non-trivial gap in [Alm68] where Almgren assumed that a minimizing sequence for the elliptic integrand
is uniformly quasiminimal. (See the last paragraph of 2.9(b2) which is needed for the main existence theorem. In
this section he is working with a compact rectifiable subset S and assumes it is quasiminimal immediately before the
conclusion of 2.9(b2) which is the isoperimetric inequality. The quasiminimal constant assumed here must be uniform
across all scales and all S as can be seen in the way he applies the isoperimetric inequality. Interested readers could
start with 3.4 where he introduces a minimizing sequence for the first time. His proof of lower density bounds uses
2.9(b2), but all he has is a minimizing sequence at this point and he cannot apply 2.9(b2). Indeed, it is not hard
to come up with minimizing sequences that are not uniformly quasiminimal.) An indication that Almgren may have
been aware of this problem is found in his last major paper on the anisotropic Plateaus problem [Alm76], Almgren
assumed that his competitors were a priori quasiminimal, thus filling the gap, but in so doing gave up a more general
existence theorem [Mor88]. His solution depends on the quasiminimal constant, and compactness fails if this constant
is permitted to vary. In his review article [Alm93] he took appropriate credit for his important definition of elliptic
integrands and his proof of regularity for minimizing solutions in [Alm68] and [Alm76], but he did not claim to have
proved an existence theorem.
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Notation
Notation and terminology follow [Mat99] for the most part. If X Ă Rn,
‚ X¯ is the closure of X;
‚ X˚ is the interior of X;
‚ Xc is the complement of X;
‚ X˚ is the core of X;
‚ NpX, q is the open epsilon neighborhood of X;
‚ BpX, q is the closed epsilon neighborhood of X;
‚ dHp¨, ¨q is the Hausdorff distance;
‚ HmpXq is the m-dimensional Hausdorff measure of X;
‚ Xpp, rq “ X XBpp, rq;
‚ xpp, rq “ X X BBpp, rq;
‚ CppXq is the (inward) cone over X with basepoint p;
‚ αm is the Lebesgue measure of the unit m-ball in Rm;
‚ Grpm,nq is the Grassmannian of un-oriented m-planes through the origin in Rn.
2. Definitions and Main Result
Definition 2.0.1. A metric space C is a Lipschitz neighborhood retract if there exists an
isometric embedding C ãÑ Rn for some n ą 0, together with a neighborhood U Ă Rn of C and
a Lipschitz retraction pi : U Ñ C (to simplify notation, we identify C with its image under the
embedding.) We say a Lipschitz neighborhood retract is localizable if there exists an embedding
as above, such that for every p P C there exist κp ă 8 and ξp ą 0 such that if 0 ă r ă ξp then there
exists a Lipschitz retraction pip,r : C YBpp, rq Ñ C with pip,rpBpp, rqq “ Cpp, rq and with Lipschitz
constant ď κp. We call ξp the retraction radius of C at p. If C is compact, the condition of being
localizable implies that C is a priori a Lipschitz neighborhood retract. Localizability also implies
local contractibility. If κ :“ suppPCtκpu ă 8, then we say the localizable Lipschitz neighborhood
retract is uniform.
For example, a Riemannian manifold is a uniform localizable Lipschitz neighborhood retract4.
Let C be a metric space and suppose for a moment that we have a fixed isometric embedding
C Ă Rn. For 1 ď m ď n, let TmC denote the subbundle of the restriction to C of the unoriented
Grassmannian bundle Rn ˆ Grpm,nq Ñ Rn consisting of pairs pp,Eq P C ˆ Grpm,nq such that E
is the unique approximate tangent space at p for some Hm measurable m-rectifiable subset X of C
with HmpXq ă 8. Let Tmp C denote the fiber of TmC above p.
4More precisely, given an isometric embedding of Riemannian manifolds M ãÑ Rn, we consider M with the pullback
metric space structure induced by the embedding, which for our purposes is equivalent to the usual length metric
space structure, since the corresponding Hausdorff measures will be identical.
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Let 0 ă a ď b ă 8 and suppose f : TmC Ñ ra, bs is measurable (for the Borel σ-algebra on TmC.)
For an Hm measurable m-rectifiable set X Ă C, define
FmpXq “
ż
X
fpq, TqXqdHm,
where TqX denotes the unique tangent m-plane to X at q.
Note that Fm is defined independently of the the isometric embedding of C into Euclidean space.
2.1. Ellipticity.
Definition 2.1.1. Let C be a uniform localizable Lipschitz neighborhood retract. We say Fm is
elliptic if there exists an embedding of C into Rn as a uniform localizable Lipschitz neighborhood
retract, such that for every Hm measurable m-rectifiable subset X of C with HmpXq ă 8, the
following condition is satisfied for Hm almost every p P X such that X has a unique tangent m-
plane E at p: If  ą 0, there exists s ą 0 such that if 0 ă r ă s, then
pfpp,Eq ´ qHmpEpp, rqq ď FmpZ X Cq ` bHmpZzCq,(1)
for every m-rectifiable closed set Z Ă Bpp, rq such that
(a) Z X BBpp, rq “ E X BBpp, rq; and
(b) There is no retraction from Z onto E X BBpp, rq.
This definition captures Almgren’s elliptic functionals ( [Alm68] 1.2) and generalizes them to a
broader class of domains. In particular, C may be a region in Rn with manifold boundary, or a
manifold with singularities (see Figure 1.) See §2.3 for more on the ellipticity condition. If C is a
Riemannian manifold, and the ellipticity condition holds for a particular embedding (of Riemannian
manifolds) into Rn, then it will hold for all such embeddings.
2.2. Spanning conditions.
Definition 2.2.1. Let C be a metric space, m P N and A Ă C be closed (possibly empty.) If
X Ă C, let X˚ denote the subset of X consisting of points p P X such that HmpXpp, rqq ą 0 for all
r ą 0. We say that X is reduced if X˚ “ X. If X Ą A, let X: denote the set pXzAq˚ YA. We say
that X Ą A is a surface if X is closed and XzA is m-rectifiable, reduced, and HmpXzAq ă 8.
Definition 2.2.2 (Axiomatic Spanning Conditions). Let SpC,Aq denote a collection of surfaces.
We say SpC,Aq is a spanning collection if the following axioms hold:
(a) If g : C Ñ C is a Lipschitz map which fixes A and is homotopic to the identity relative to
A, and if X P SpC,Aq, then gpXq: P SpC,Aq.
(b) If tXkukPN Ă SpC,Aq and Xk Ñ X0 in the Hausdorff distance, and if X0zA is m-rectifiable
and satisfies HmpXzAq ă 8, then X:0 P SpC,Aq.
We will also call SpC,Aq a spanning collection in the case that C is a Riemannian manifold if in
place of Axiom ((a)), the following weaker axiom holds:
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((a))’ If g : C Ñ C is a diffeomorphism which fixes A and is isotopic to the identity relative to A,
and if X P SpC,Aq, then gpXq P SpC,Aq.
Our main result is the following:
Theorem 2.2.3. Suppose that C is a compact uniform localizable Lipschitz neighborhood retract
and that A Ă C is closed (possibly empty.) Let m P N. If Fm is elliptic and if SpC,Aq is a
non-empty spanning collection, then SpC,Aq contains an element which minimizes the functional
X ÞÑ FmpXzAq among elements of SpC,Aq.
We next provide some examples of spanning collections.
Examples 2.2.4.
‚ Algebraic spanning conditions
Definition 2.2.5. Suppose pC,Aq is a compact pair. An algebraic spanning condition
is a subset L “ pL1, L2, L3, L4q of Hm´1pAq \ Hm´1pAq \ HmpCq \ HmpCq. These are
understood to be reduced Cˇech (co)homology groups, and the coefficients may vary between
the four so long as the homology groups have compact coefficients. Let X Ă C be compact
with X Ą A and let i : AÑ X and j : X Ñ C denote the inclusions. We say X spans L if
L1 Ă kerpi˚q, L2 X impi˚q “ H, L3 Ă impj˚q, and L4 X kerpj˚q “ H. Let SpC,A,Lq denote
the set of all surfaces which span L.
It follows from standard Cˇech theory that SpC,A,Lq is a spanning collection. See [HP16]
Lemmas 1.2.17 and 1.2.18, and Adams’ appendix in [Rei60] for details.
For example, suppose C “ Bp0, 1qzBp0, 1{5q Ă R3 and A is the cubical frame in Figure 2.
Let L1 be any element of H1pAq and L3 a generator of H2pCq. Let L2 “ L4 “ H. Then the
surface X in Figure 2 is an element of SpC,A,Lq.
‚ Homotopical linking number spanning conditions
If C is a Riemannian manifold, a spanning collection may be defined using the homotopi-
cal “linking number” spanning condition defined by the authors in [HP13]. The following
definition generalizes this idea:
Definition 2.2.6. Suppose S is a collection of compact, smoothly embedded manifolds
M Ă CzA which is invariant under diffeomorphisms which fix A and isotopic to the identity
relative to A. Let SpC,Aq be the collection of all surfaces X which intersect non-trivially with
every element of S. We say that elements of SpC,Aq satisfy a linking number spanning
condition.
It is straightforward to show that SpC,Aq is a spanning collection.
‚ Sliding boundaries and minimizers
One may pick some initial surface X, and define SpC,Aq to be the smallest spanning col-
lection which contains X, and which is also closed under the action of Lipschitz functions
g : pC,Aq Ñ pC,Aq which are homotopic to the identity. This is a version of what is known
in the literature as sliding boundaries (see Figure 3.) Sliding boundaries and minimizers
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C
A
X
Figure 2. The surface X spans the cubical frame A within the ambient space
C “ Bp0, 1qzBp0, 1{5q under a number of different algebraic spanning conditions.
have been studied in continuum mechanics for years, (see [PG00], for example.) and a defini-
tion for sliding boundaries suitable for geometric measure theory was introduced in [Dav14a],
while [DLGM15] and [DPRG15] use a somewhat different one.
2.3. More on ellipticity. Ellipticity of Fm is implied in the following case: Suppose C is a Rie-
mannian manifold. For p P C, let fp : TmC Ñ ra, bs denote the function pq, T q ÞÑ fpp, T˜ q, where it
is understood that
(a) The function fp is only defined for q in a geodesic neighborhood Up of p; and
(b) The m-plane T˜ denotes the parallel transport of T along the unique minimizing geodesic
from q to p.
For an m-rectifiable Hm measurable set X Ă Up, define Fmp pXq “
ş
X
fppq, TqXqdHm. Suppose
(a) For all p P C there exists eppq ą 0 such that
(2) Fmp pXq ´ Fmp pDq ě eppqpHmpXq ´HmpDqq,
for all geodesic m-planes D Ă Up and compact m-rectifiable sets X Ă Up which contain BD
and do not retract onto BD; and
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(a)
(b) (c)
bounding sets
Figure 3. Sliding boundaries. In each of the three figures there are three com-
petitors including a shaded one with minimal area. Figure (a) depicts the classical
Plateau problem where the bounding set is a circle S. The bounding set of both
Figures (b) and (c) is a 2-torus.
(b) The function f is equi-lower semicontinuous, in the sense that for each pp, T q P TmC and each
 ą 0 there exists δ ą 0, independent of T , such that if dpp, qq ă δ, then fpp, T q ď fpq, T˜ q`.
Then Fm is elliptic. Indeed, aside from a slight broadening of the collection of sets X which must
satisfy (2), the assumption (a) is precisely the ellipticity condition defined in [Alm68] 1.2.
3. Constructions
Lemma 3.0.1 is a slight generalization of [DS00] Proposition 3.1, which is a version of the Federer-
Fleming projection theorem [FF60] 5.5, first modified for sets in [Alm68] 2.9 (see [Fed86] for a much
simpler proof.) Given a (closed) n-cube Q Ă Rn and j ě 0, let ∆jpQq denote the collection of all
n-cubes in the j-th dyadic subdivision of Q. For 0 ď d ď n let ∆j,dpQq denote the collection of the
d-dimensional faces of the n-cubes in ∆jpQq and let Sj,dpQq Ă Q denote the set union of these faces.
Lemma 3.0.1. Suppose E is a compact subset of Q such that HdpEq ă 8. For each j ě 0, there
exists a Lipschitz map φ : Rn ˆ r0, 1s Ñ Rn with the following properties:
(a) φt “ Id on Qc Y Sj,dpQq for all t P r0, 1s;
(b) φ0 “ Id;
(c) φ1pEq Ă Sj,dpQq Y BpQq;
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(d) φpRˆ r0, 1sq Ă R for each R P ∆jpQq;
(e) Hdpφ1pE XRqq ď c1HdpE XRq for all R P ∆jpQq where c1 “ c1pnq depends only on n;
(f) Hd`1pφpE XRˆ r0, 1sqq ď c12´jdiampQqHdpE XRq for all R P ∆jpQq;
(g) If E is K-semiregular5, then the Lipschitz constant of φ1 depends only on n and K. Fur-
thermore, there exists a constant δ ą 0 depending only on n and K such that if F Ă
QXNpE, δ2´jdiampQqq, then φ1pF q Ă Sj,dpQq Y BpQq.
Proof. The map φ is the concatenation of the straight line homotopies between the maps ψm in
[DS00] Lemma 3.10 roughly described as follows: Choose a small cubical grid and consider the
union L of cubes in the grid that meet E. Ignore all other cubes of the grid. For each grid cube
R Ă L, one can find a point q P RzE, near the center of R for which there exists s ą 0 with
Bpq, sq Ă RzE (see [DS00] Lemma 3.10.) Use q to radially project E X R to BR. Repeat in each
pn ´ 1q-dimensional face of R and radially project to the pn ´ 2q-skeleton of R. Continue until
the resulting image of E X R is contained in the d-skeleton of R. Each projection determines a
straight-line homotopy from the identity mapping to the projection.
Parts (a)-(e) are [DS00] Proposition 3.1. Part (f) is then apparent from [Rei60] Lemma 6 and [DS00]
(3.14.) Part (g) follows from [DS00] Lemma 3.31 and (3.33.) 
If Y Ă Rn and p P Rn, let CpY denote the union of the closed rays with one endpoint p and the
other lying in Y . We shall repeatedly make use of a “cone construction” in which a portion of a
surface lying in a ball is replaced with the cone on the portion of the surface lying on the boundary
of the ball. However, the resulting set CpY does not have very good estimates on its Hausdorff
measure unless the set Y is polyhedral (see [Rei60] Lemmas 5 and 6.) Instead, we will first use a
Federer-Fleming projection to push Y onto a cubical grid before coning, and this will yield nicer
estimates.
The idea of deforming a surface to produce an approximation of the cone construction is due to
[DLGM15]. We will take a Hausdorff limit of these deformations to produce a set which is contained
in the outright cone. This will allow us to apply the cone construction to surfaces in a spanning
collection and remain within the collection. One trivial yet important fact is the following:
Lemma 3.0.2. If tXiuiPN is a sequence of compact subsets of Rn and Xi converges to a compact
set X in the Hausdorff metric, and if f : Rn Ñ Rn is continuous, then fpXiq converges to fpXq in
the Hausdorff metric.
Lemma 3.0.3. Suppose X Ă Rn is compact, p P Rn and r ą 0. There exists a sequence of diffeo-
morphisms ξi of Rn which are the identity outside Bpp, rq and for which ξipBpp, rqq Ă Bpp, rq, such
that ξipXq converges in the Hausdorff metric to a compact set Y which is contained in XzBpp, rq Y
Cppxpp, rqq.
Proof. For t P r0, 1q, let ψt : r0,8q Ñ r0,8q be a smooth, increasing function, such that
(a) ψ1tpsq ą 0 for all s;
5See [DS00] Definition 3.29. Let K ą 0. A compact set E is K-semiregular of dimension d if for x P Rn and
0 ă r ď r1, the set Epx, r1q can be covered by a collection of at most Kpr1{rqd closed balls of radius r.
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(b) ψtprtq ă rp1´ tq;
(c) ψtpsq “ s for all s ě r.
Pick some sequence ttiuiPN Ă r0, 1q with ti Ñ 1 and let ξipxq “ p ` ψtip|x ´ p|q x´p|x´p| for x P Rn.
Then ξi is a diffeomorphism of Rn satisfying ξi “ Id on Bpp, rqc for all i P N, and limiÑ8 ξipxq “ p
for each x P Npp, rq.
By taking a subsequence if necessary, we may assume without loss of generality that tξipXquiPN
converges in the Hausdorff metric to a compact set Y . By construction, this set Y is contained in
XzBpp, rq Y Cppxpp, rqq. 
Lemma 3.0.4. Suppose pC,X,Aq is a compact triple, C is a uniform localizable Lipschitz retract,
and X P SpC,Aq. Let p P CzA and suppose r ą 0 is chosen smaller than the retraction radius of C
at p, and so that Bpp,?nrq X A “ H, xpp, rq is pm´ 1q-rectifiable, and Hm´1pxpp, rqq ă 8. Then
for every  ą 0 there exist compact sets P Ă Cpp, rq and T Ă Cpp, rq such that
(a) T Ă Npxpp, rq, rq;
(b) HmpTq ď c1rHm´1pxpp, rqq;
(c) HmpPq ď γrm where 0 ă γ ă 8 depends on n,C and ;
(d) pP Y T Y pXzBpp, rqqq: is an element of SpC,Aq.
Proof. The set XzXpp, rqYCppxpp, rqq contains a set Y which is a Hausdorff limit of deformations of
X by diffeomorphisms of Rn by Lemma 3.0.3. We shall deform Y using a modification of 3.0.1 and
construct for each 0 ă δ ă 1 a Lipschitz deformation of Bpp, rq that maps each sphere BBpp, sq to
itself for 0 ă s ď r, maps radial rays to radial rays on Bpp, p1´ δqrq and is the identity on BBpp, rq.
Let Πr : Rnztpu Ñ BBpp, rq and Πr,s : BBpp, rq Ñ BBpp, sq denote radial projections.
Let Q be an n-cube of side length 2r centered at p and apply Lemma 3.0.1 to d “ m ´ 1 and
E “ ypp, rq and for a fixed number j of subdivisions of Q, to be determined in a moment. Obtain
the Federer-Fleming map φ : Rn ˆ r0, 1s Ñ Rn from Lemma 3.0.1 and let φ˜t “ Πr ˝ φt. Since ypp, rq
is pm ´ 1q-rectifiable, so is φ˜tpypp, rqq. So, for each t P r0, 1s, the map φ˜t restricts to a map from
Bpp, rq to itself. At t “ 0 the map is the identity and at t “ 1, it sends ypp, rq to Πrpφ1pypp, rqqq.
Using this homotopy, we shall define a Lipschitz map ψ : Rn Ñ Rn so that ψ sends each sphere
BBpp, sq to itself for 0 ă s ď r. Suppose p1´ δqr ď s ď r.
Let
ψtBBpp,sq“ Πr,s ˝ φ˜pr´sq{pδrq ˝Π´1r,s .
Extend ψ to Bpp, r´ δrq in the unique way such that each ray from p to q P BBpp, r´ δrq is mapped
to the ray from p to ψpqq and so that ψpBpp, sqq Ă Bpp, sq for each 0 ď s ă p1´ δqr. Finally, extend
ψ to the identity on Bpp, rqc.
Let pip,r : Rn Ñ Cpp, rq denote the Lipschitz retraction given by Definition 2.0.1. It follows from
Lemma 3.0.1 (f) that we may choose j large enough and 0 ă δ ă 1 small enough so that
T˜ :“ pip,rpψpY pp, rqzNpp, p1´ δqrqqq
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satisfies (b) and (a). The set T will be defined as a subset of T˜.
Likewise, let
P˜ “ pip,rpψpY pp, p1´ δqrqqq.
We will define P as a subset of P˜, so let us establish (c): Let N be an upper bound on the
number of pm´1q-dimensional faces of a cubical grid of side length 2´jpq within  of BBp0, 1q. Since
φ1pxpp, rqq Ă Npxpp, rq, rq X Sj,m´1pQq, it follows from [Rei60] Lemmas 2 and 5 that
HmpPq ď κ
mr
?
nN
m
´ r
2j`1
¯m´1
ď κm?nN
ˆ

2
?
n
˙m´1
rm.
We know that for each i, the map pip,r ˝ ψ ˝ ξi : C Ñ C is Lipschitz and homotopic to the identity
relative to A (indeed, the map fixes the complement of a ball which misses A) and so by Axiom
((a)), we know that ppip,r ˝ ψ ˝ ξipXqq: P SpC,Aq. By Lemma 3.0.2, we know that pip,r ˝ ψ ˝ ξipXq
converges in the Hausdorff metric to Z˜ “ P˜YT˜YpXzBpp, rqq, which by construction is m-rectifiable
away from A and satisfies HmpZzAq ă 8. By taking a subsequence if necessary, ppip,r ˝ ψ ˝ ξipXqq:
converges in the Hausdorff metric to a subset Z of Z˜ which contains XzBpp, rq. Let P “ P˜ X Z
and let T “ T˜ X Z. Thus, by Axiom ((b)), ((d)) holds.
Now if C is a Riemannian manifold and Axiom ((a))’ holds in place of axiom ((a)), then we proceed
as above in a coordinate chart and omit the map pip,r. That ψ is uniformly approximable by
diffeomorphisms isotopic to the identity is shown in Lemma 3.0.5. 
Lemma 3.0.5. Suppose E is a compact subset of Q such that HdpEq ă 8, U Ă E is Hd measurable
and purely d-unrectifiable, and U¯ Ă 8Q. Then for 0 ď j ă 8 large enough, there exists a map φ
satisfying Lemma 3.0.1 (b)-(g) such that
(3) Hdpφ1pUqq “ 0
and
(4) φt “ Id on Qc for all t P r0, 1s.
Proof. We construct the map φ as follows. Choose j large enough so that U is contained entirely
within the subset of cubes in ∆jpQq which do not have any faces on the boundary of Q. Within
those cubes, approximate the maps ψk, d ď k ă n defined in the proof of [DS00] Proposition 3.1 by
diffeomorphisms ψ˜k. For each d ď k ă n, the image of U by the map τk ” ψ˜k ˝ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˝ ψ˜n´1 remains
purely d-unrectifiable and τkpEq will be contained in an open -neighborhood of ∆j,kpQq.
The map φ1 is the composition φ1 ” ρ ˝ θ ˝ τd, where the maps ρ and θ are defined below. The map
φ is defined as in Lemma 3.0.1 to be the concatenation of the straight-line homotopies between the
maps ψn, ψ˜n´1, . . . , ψ˜d, θ, and ρ.
By the Besicovitch-Federer projection theorem, for each 0 ă δ ă  and each d-face F P ∆j,dpQq
there exists an affine d-plane F˜ such that F Ă NpF˜ , δq, and such that the image of φ1pUq by the
orthogonal projection ΘF˜ : R
n Ñ F˜ has zero Hausdorff d-measure.
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Let ζ ą 2 and define θ on NpF, qzNpBF, ζq to be the map ΘF ˝ ΘF˜ , where ΘF denotes orthog-
onal projection onto the affine d-plane defined by F . We may extend θ as a Lipschitz map on
Np∆j,dpQq, q XBp∆j,d´1pQq, ζq so that
(5) θpNp∆j,dpQq, q XBp∆j,d´1pQq, ζqq Ă ∆j,dpQq XNp∆j,d´1pQq, 2ζq,
and so that the Lipschitz constant of θ depends only on n. Finally, extend θ to Rn as a Lipschitz
map.
The map ρ is defined on each face F P ∆j,dpQq as follows: Let q be the center point of F and let
χq,ζpxq denote the point
1
1´ 2?dζ px´ qq ` q.
For x P F ztqu, let ωpxq denote the point on BF and the ray passing through x and ending at q. For
x P F , let
ρpxq “
"
χq,ζpxq, if χq,ζpxq P F
ωpxq, otherwise.
*
Then ρ is Lipschitz with Lipschitz constant close to 1 (controlled by ζ.) Finally, extend ρ to Rn,
with proportional Lipschitz constant.
Note that by (5), Hd almost all θpUq is contained in ∆j,dpQq X Np∆j,d´1pQq, 2ζq, and this region
is collapsed onto ∆j,d´1pQq by ρ. Thus, (3) holds. It is apparent that (4) holds, as well as Lemma
3.0.1 (b)-(d). To see (e) and (f), it is enough to observe that [DS00] (3.20) still holds for the modified
maps ψ˜k. Finally, (g) holds since [DS00] (3.33) still holds for the modified maps. 
Lemma 3.0.6 (Upper bounds on density ratios). Suppose Yk Ă Rn for k ě 1. Fix p P Rn,
0 ă r ă R ă 8 and 0 ď η ď 8. Suppose
lim sup
kÑ8
HmpYkpp,Rqq
Rm
ď η
and that for each δ ą 0 there exists Mδ such that if k ěMδ, then
(6) HmpYkpp, sqq ă s
m
d
ds
HmpYkpp, sqq ` δ
for almost every s P rr,Rq satisfying HmpYkpp, sqq{sm ě η. Then
lim sup
kÑ8
HmpYkpp, rqq
rm
ď η.
Proof. If η “ 8 or η “ 0 there is nothing to prove, so let us assume 0 ă η ă 8. Suppose
lim sup
kÑ8
HmpYkpp, rqq
rm
ą η.
Let  ą 0 and
(7) 0 ă δ ă min
"
,
ˆ
lim sup
kÑ8
HmpYkpp, rqq
rm
´ η
˙*
rm`1
mR
.
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Let ki Ñ8 with ki ąMδ,
(8)
ˆ
HmpYkipp, rqq
rm
´ η
˙
rm`1
mR
ą δ,
(9) HmpYkipp, rqq Ñ lim sup
kÑ8
HmpYkpp, rqq,
and
HmpYkipp, rqq
rm
ą η.
Let Ji “ rr, riq be the largest half-open interval with right endpoint ri P pr,Rs such thatHmpYkipp, tqq{tm ě
η for almost every t P Ji. By (8),
(10)
HmpYkipp, rqq
rm
ą η ` m
rm`1
δpri ´ rq.
By (6), we have
d
dt
HmpYkipp, tqq
tm
“ t
d
dt pHmpYkipp, tqqq ´mHmpYkipp, tqqq
tm`1
ą ´ mδ
tm`1
ě ´ mδ
rm`1
for almost every t P Ji.
Integrating yields,
(11) ´ mδpri ´ rq
rm`1
ă
ż ri
r
d
dt
ˆ
HmpYkipp, tqq
tm
˙
dt ď H
mpYkipp, riqq
rmi
´ H
mpYkipp, rqq
rm
Combining (10) and (11) yields
HmpYkipp, riqq
rmi
ą η.
It follows that ri “ R. Since δ ď rm`1{pmRq, (11) implies
(12)
HmpYkipp, rqq
rm
ă H
mpYkipp,Rqq
Rm
` .
Letting iÑ8 and then Ñ 0 we deduce from (9) that
lim sup
kÑ8
HmpYkipp, rqq
rm
ď η,
a contradiction. 
For E P Grpm,nq, p P Rn and 0 ă  ă 1, let Cpp,E, q “ tq P Rn : dHpq ´ p,Eq ă dHpp, qqu.
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Lemma 3.0.7. Let X Ă Rn, p P X, and suppose there exists s ą 0 such that
inf
"
HmpXpq, rqq
rm
: q P X,Bpq, rq Ă Bpp, sq
*
ą 0.
If E P Grpm,nq is an approximate tangent m-plane for X at p, then for every 0 ă  ă 1 there exists
r ą 0 such that Xpp, rqzCpp,E, q “ H.
Proof. If the result is false, then for some 0 ă  ă 1 there exist sequences ri Ñ 0 and qi P
Xpp, riqzCpp,E, q. Let si “ 2dHpqi, pq. Then
Bpqi, si{4q Ă Bpp, siqzCpp,E, {4q
and thus
HmpXpp, siqzCpp,E, {4qq
smi
ě H
mpXpqi, si{4qq
smi
,
the right hand side of which for large enough i is bounded below by
p{4qm inf
"
HmpXpq, rqq
rm
: q P X,Bpq, rq Ă Bpp, sq
*
ą 0,
a contradiction. 
4. Minimizing sequences
Definition 4.0.1. We say that a sequence tXkukPN is Reifenberg regular in Ac if there exist
0 ă c ă 8 and 0 ă R ď 8 such that if k ě 1, p P Xk, 2´k ă r ă R and Bpp, rq is disjoint from A,
then
HmpXkpp, rqq
rm
ě c.
We shall make the following assumptions for the remainder of this paper: Assume C is a compact
uniform localizable Lipschitz neighborhood retract, that A Ă C is closed and that Fm is elliptic. Fix
an embedding C ãÑ Rn as a uniform localizable Lipschitz neighborhood retract and let pi : U Ñ C
be a Lipschitz retraction of an open neighborhood U of C. Suppose SpC,Aq is a non-empty spanning
collection and suppose tXkukPN Ă SpC,Aq satisfies:
(a) FmpXkzAq Ñ m :“ inftFmpY zAq : Y P SpC,Aqu;
(b) The measures FmtXkzA converge weakly to a finite Borel measure µ0;
(c) Xk Ñ X0 ” supppµ0 q YA in the Hausdorff metric;
(d) tXku is Reifenberg regular.
It was shown in [HP16] that there exists such a sequence tXku, as long as SpC,Aq is defined using an
algebraic spanning condition with L3 “ L4 “ H. For the existence of such a sequence to hold in the
full generality of axiomatic spanning conditions, it suffices to show6 that if X P SpC,Aq, p P CzA,
and r ą 0 is small enough so that Bpp, rq X A “ H, then XzBpp, rq Y pipY q contains an element
of SpC,Aq, where Y is the set generated in [Rei60] Lemma 8 from the set X X Bpp, rq. That this is
6See [HP16] Lemma 4.2.3 for details.
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indeed the case is shown in [Pug16]. So, let us assume we have such a sequence tXku. By [HP16]
Corollary 4.3.5,
(13)
µ0pBpp, rqq
rm
ě ac ą 0
for all p P X0zA and 0 ă r ă mintdHpp,Aq,Ru. In particular, there is a uniform lower bound
on lower density: Θ˚mpµ0, pq ě acα´1m ą 0. We now show there is an upper bound for µ0pBpp,rqqrm ,
uniform away from A.
Definition 4.0.2. For p P Ac let dp “ mintdHpp,A Y U cq,R, ξpu. Let Dp be the subset of p0, dpq
consisting of numbers r such that the following conditions hold for all s P tqr : q P p0, 1s X Qu and
k ě 1:
(a) µ0pBBpp, sqq “ 0,
(b) xkpp, sq is pm´ 1q-rectifiable,
(c) Hm´1pxkpp, sqq ă 8,
(d) s ÞÑ HmpXkpp, sqq is differentiable at s, and
(e)
lim
hÑ0
1
h
ż s`h
s
Hm´1pxkpp, tqqdt “ Hm´1pxkpp, sqq.
Lemma 4.0.3. Dp is a full Lebesgue measure subset of p0, dpq.
Proof. Part (b) determines a full Lebesgue measure set since Xk is m-rectifiable. Part (c) follows
from [HP16] Lemma 2.0.1. Part (d) follows since HmpXkpp, sqq is monotone non-decreasing. Part
(e) follows from the Lebesgue Differentiation Theorem. 
Lemma 4.0.4. If r P Dp, then Hm´1pxkpp, rqq ď ddrHmpXkpp, rqq for all k ě 1.
Proof. By [HP16] Lemma 2.0.1 and Definition 4.0.2,
Hm´1pxkpp, rqq “ lim
hÑ0
şr`h
r
Hm´1pxkpp, tqq dt
h
ď lim
hÑ0
HmpXkpp, r ` hqzXkpp, rqq
h
“ d
dr
HmpXkpp, rqq

Let M ă 8 be an upper bound for tFmpXkzAq : k ě 1u.
Lemma 4.0.5. Let p P X0zA and 0 ă r ď dp. For each δ ą 0 there exists Np,r,δ ą 1 such that if
k ě Np,r,δ, and Yk P SpC,Aq satisfies
(14) Yk “ pXk XNpp, rqcq Y Zk
for some Hm measurable m-rectifiable set Zk Ă C, then
(15) FmpXk XNpp, rqq ă p1` δqFmpZkzAq.
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If, in addition 0 ă s ă r, δ ď 1 and ZkzZkpp, sq “ Xk XNpp, rqzXkpp, sq, then
(16) FmpXkpp, sqq ď 2FmpYkpp, sqq ` δM.
Proof. If (15) fails, there exist ki Ñ8 and Yki P SpC,Aq satisfying (14) such that
FmpZkizAq ď F
mpXki XNpp, rq
p1` δq .
It follows from [HP16] Proposition 4.3.2 that
lim inf
iÑ8 tF
mpYkizAqu ď lim inf
iÑ8 tF
mpZkizAq ` FmppXki XNpp, rqcqzAqu
ď lim inf
iÑ8 tF
mpXkizAq ´ δ1` δ F
mpXki XNpp, rqqu
ď lim inf
iÑ8 tF
mpXkizAq ´ aδ1` δ H
mpXkipp, r{2qqu
ď lim inf
iÑ8 tF
mpXkizAqu ´ aδ1` δ cpr{2q
m
ă m,
a contradiction.
By (15),
(17) FmpXkpp, sqq ` FmpXk XNpp, rqzXkpp, sqq ď p1` δqFmpZkpp, sqq ` p1` δqFmpZkzZkpp, sqq,
and thus
(18) FmpXkpp, sqq ď p1` δqFmpZkpp, sqq` δFmpZkzZkpp, sqq ď p1` δqFmpZkpp, sqq` δFmpXkzAq.

Let K “ 2b{a and 0 “ 1{p2c1mKq. Let γ0 denote the constant “γ” produced from Lemma 3.0.4
corresponding to n, C and 0.
Lemma 4.0.6. Let p P X0zA and 0 ă r ď dp. If s P Dp X p0, rq, δ ď 1, and k ě Np,r,δ, then
(19) HmpXkpp, sqq ď Kγ0sm ` s
2m
d
ds
HmpXkpp, sqq ` δM{a.
If in addition
(20)
HmpXkpp, sqq
sm
ě 2Kγ0,
then
(21) HmpXkpp, sqq ď s
m
d
ds
HmpXkpp, sqq ` 2δM{a.
Proof. Let Xˆk denote the set Pk Y Tk Y pXkzBpp, rqq, where Pk and Tk are the sets produced from
Lemma 3.0.4 applied to “X” “ Xk, “r” “ s and “” “ 0. Lemma 3.0.4 and Lemmas 4.0.5 and
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4.0.4 then yield
HmpXkpp, sqq ď KHmpXˆkpp, sqq ` δM{a(22)
ď Kpγ0sm ` c10sHm´1pxpp, sqqq ` δM{a(23)
ď Kγ0sm ` s
2m
d
ds
HmpXkpp, sqq ` δM{a.(24)
The second assertion follows from algebraic manipulation of (19). 
Let
(25) cppq “ maxtM{padmp q, 2Kγ0u.
Theorem 4.0.7. Let p P X0zA and 0 ă r ă dp. Then
lim sup
kÑ8
HmpXkpp, rqq
rm
ď cppq.
In particular,
(26)
µ0pBpp, rqq
rm
ď bcppq
Proof. Let r ă R ă dp. By Lemmas 4.0.6 and 4.0.3, we may apply Lemma 3.0.6 to prove that
lim sup
kÑ8
HmpXkpp, rqq
rm
ď max
"
M
aRm
, 2Kγ0
*
,
using the inputs “Yk” “ Xk and “η” “ max
 
M
aRm , 2Kγ0
(
. Take RÑ dp.
Now (26) follows from the Portmanteau theorem, since Dp is dense in p0, dpq. 
For 0 ă r ă dp, let crppq “ supqPX0pp,rqtcpqqu ă 8.
Corollary 4.0.8. If p P X0zA and 0 ă r ă dp, then
0 ă ac{αm ď Θ˚mpµ0, qq ď Θ˚mpµ0, qq ď bcrppq{αm ă 8
for all q P X0pp, rq.
Proof. The lower bound is due to [HP16] Corollary 4.3.5. The upper bound follows from Theorem
4.0.7: We have by Lemma 4.0.3 and the Portmanteau theorem,
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Θ˚mpµ0, qq “ lim sup
tÑ0,tPDq
µ0pBpq, tqq
αmtm
“ lim sup
tÑ0,tPDq
lim
kÑ8
FmtXkzABpq, tq
αmtm
ď lim sup
tÑ0,tPDq
lim sup
kÑ8
b
HmpXkpq, tq
αmtm
ď bcpqq
αm
ď bcrppq
αm
ă 8.

Using [Mat99] 6.9, we deduce the following corollary:
Corollary 4.0.9. If p P X0zA and 0 ă r ă dp, then
acHmpX0pp, rqq ď αmµ0pBpp, rqq ď bcrppq2mHmpX0pp, rqq.
Corollary 4.0.10. X0zNpAq is semiregular for every  ą 0.
Proof. Let Y “ X0zNpAq. We show first that there exists a constant C such that if x P Rn and
0 ă r ď R ă 1 ” min R{4, {4, then Y px,Rq can be covered by CpR{rqm balls of radius r. Indeed,
suppose tpiuiPI is a maximal family of points in Y px,Rq which are of distance ě r from each other.
Then, by (13) and Theorem 4.0.7,
rm|I| “ 2m
ÿ
iPI
pr{2qm ď 2m
ÿ
iPI
µ0pBppi, r{2qq
ac
ď 2mµ0pYiPIBppi, r{2qq
ac
ď 2
m
ac
µ0pBpx, 2Rqq
ď 2
m
ac
µ0pBpp, 4Rqq
ď 2
3m
ac
bcppqRm
ď 2
3m
ac
bmaxtM{pap41qmq, 2Kγ0uRm,
where p is any point in tpiuiPI . The last inequality is due to (25) and the fact that 41 is a lower
bound for dp for p P Y .
The general case follows from the finiteness of µ0 and compactness of Y . Indeed, if r ă 1 ď R, then
it is enough to show that Y can be covered by Cr´m balls of radius r. The proof is the same as the
first case, replacing µ0pBpp, 4Rqq with µ0pRnq in the antepenultimate line. If 1 ď r ď R, then it is
enough to show that Y can be covered by C balls of radius 1, and such a finite C exists since Y is
compact. 
Corollary 4.0.11. If E is an approximate tangent m-plane for X0zA at p P X0zA, and 0 ă  ă 1,
then there exists r ą 0 such that X0pp, rqzCpp,E, q “ H.
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Proof. By (13) and Corollary 4.0.9, we may apply Lemma 3.0.7 to the set X “ X0zA. 
Theorem 4.0.12 (Rectifiability). The measure µ0tAc is m-rectifiable.
Proof. By Corollary 4.0.9, it is enough to show that X0zA is m-rectifiable. Write X0zA “ R Y P
where R is a m-rectifiable Borel set, P is purely m-unrectifiable and R X P “ H (see e.g. [Mat99]
15.6.) If HmpP q ą 0, there exists by [Mat99] 6.2 a point p P P such that 2´m ď Θ˚mpP, pq ď 1 and
Θ˚mpR, pq “ 0. Thus, for every  ą 0 there exists 0 ă r ă dp{p2?nq such that HmpRpp, r?nqq ă
 rm and HmpP pp, rqq ą rmαm2´m´1. Let Q be a cube centered at p with side length 2r. Then
HmpP XQq ą diampQqm2´2m´1αm and
(27) HmpRXQq ă  ¨ diampQqm.
Since HmpX0zAq ă 8, there exists a cube Q1 disjoint from NpA, dp{2q satisfying Q Ă 8Q1,
(28) HmpX0 XQ1zQq ă  ¨ diampQ1qm,
(29) HmpP XQq ą diampQ1qm2´2m´1αm,
and
(30) µ0pBQ1q “ 0.
Now apply Lemma 3.0.5 to the cube Q1 and the sets “U” “ P XQ and “E” “ X0XQ1. By Corollary
4.0.10, the set E is semiregular, so the Lipschitz constant of the resulting map φ1 is bounded above
by some constant J ă 8, independent of the choice of , Q or Q1. Thus, by (28), (27), (3), and (29),
Hmpφ1pX0 XQ1qq ď Hmpφ1pX0 XQ1zQqq `Hmpφ1pRXQqq `Hmpφ1pP XQqq(31)
ď 2Jm ¨ diampQ1qm(32)
ă αm
22m`2
JmHmpP XQq(33)
ď αm
22m`2
JmHmpX0 XQ1q.(34)
We will need to apply the map φ1 to Xk for k large. Since Xk Ñ X0 in the Hausdorff metric, it
follows from Lemma 3.0.1 (g) that there exists N ă 8 such that if k ą N , then
(35) φ1pXk XQ1q Ă Sj,dpQ1q Y BpQ1q.
For each k ě 1 let νk denote the measure Hmtφ1pXkXQ1q and let ν0 be a subsequential limit oftνkukPN.
Note that supppν0 q Ă Q 1. More specifically, supppν0 q Ă φ1 pX0 X Q 1q, for if x R φ1pX0 X Q1q and
x P Q1, then since φ1 is proper, there is an open neighborhood V of x whose closure is disjoint from
φ1pX0q. Thus, for large enough k, we have φ1pXkq X V “ H. So, ν0pV q ď lim sup νkpV q “ 0.
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Now suppose x P φ1pX0 XQ1q. By (35) it holds that for s ą 0 small enough,
ν0pBpx, sqq ď lim sup νkpNpx, 2sqq
ď HmpSj,dpQ1q Y BpQ1q XNpx, 2sqq
ď
ˆ
n
m
˙
αmp2sqm.
We conclude that Θ˚mpν0, xq ď
`
n
m
˘
2m for all x P supppν0 q and so by [Mat99] 6.9 and (34),
ν0pRnq ď
ˆ
n
m
˙
22mHmpφ1pX0 XQ1qq ď
ˆ
n
m
˙
24m`2α´1m JmHmpX0 XQ1q.
Thus, there exists a sequence ki Ñ 8 with Hmpφ1pXki X Q1qq ď
`
n
m
˘
24m`3α´1m JmHmpX0 X Q1q,
and so
(36) Fmppipφ1pXki XQ1qqq ď THmpX0 XQ1q,
where T ” bLipppiqm`nm˘24m`3α´1m Jm. Therefore,
Fmppipφ1pXkiqqzAq ď THmpX0 XQ1q ` FmpXki XQ1czAq.(37)
For large enough i, by Corollary 4.0.8, weak convergence, (30) and [Mat99] 6.9,
diampQ1qmαm{22m`1 ď HmpX0 XQ1q ďWFmpXki XQ1q,
where W “ 2αm{pacq. Thus for 0 ă  ă 1{pWT q,
THmpX0 XQ1q ď ´p1{W ´ TqdiampQ1qmαm{22m`1 ` FmpXki XQ1q.
Together with (37), this implies
Fmppipφ1pXkiqqzAq ď FmpXkizAq ´ p1{W ´ TqdiampQ1qmαm{22m`1
a contradiction for i large enough, since pipφ1pXkiqq: P SpC,Aq and FmpXkizAq Ñ m. 
5. Lower semicontinuity
Given 0 ă  ă 1 and p P Rn, let App, , rq denote the closed annular region Bpp, rqzNpp, p1 ´ qrq.
For p P Ac, let Cm,p “ 2cppqm ba .
Lemma 5.0.1. Let 0 ă  ă 1{2 and p P X0zA. There exist sequences triuiPN Ă Dp and tNiuiPN Ă N
with ri Ñ 0 such that
HmpXk XApp, , riqq ď Cm,prmi
for all k ě Ni.
Proof. If not, there exists δ ą 0 such that for every r P DpXp0, δq there exists a subsequence kj Ñ8
with
(38) FmpXkj XApp, , rqq ą aCm,prm,
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and hence
(39) µ0pApp, , rqq ě aCm,prm.
Indeed, since Dp is dense in p0, dpq, (39) holds for all r P p0,mintdp, δuq.
Since µ0 is finite, there exist arbitrarily small r P p0,mintdp, δuq such that µ0pBApp, , riqq “ 0 for
all i ě 0, where ri ” p1´ qir. For such r, it follows from (39) that
µ0pBpp, rqq “
8ÿ
i“0
µ0pApp, , riqq
ě aCm,p
8ÿ
i“0
p1´ qimrm
“ aCm,p 
1´ p1´ qm r
m
ě 2cppqbrm,
contradicting Theorem 4.0.7. 
Theorem 5.0.2. If V Ă Ac is open, then
FmpX0 X V q ď lim inf
kÑ8 F
mpXk X V q.
The idea of the proof is to form a Vitali-type covering of X0XV by disjoint balls Bppi, riq where X0
has an approximate tangent plane Ei at pi. The ellipticity condition on f will provide a lower bound
for FmpXkppi, riqq in terms of fppi, Eiqαmrmi and a small error. Lusin’s theorem and rectifiability
of µ0 will provide an upper bound for F
mpX0ppi, riqq, again in terms of fppi, Eiqαmrmi and a small
error.
Proof. Since FmpXkzAq ă 8, k ě 0, it suffices to prove the claim for V disjoint from a neighborhood
of A. Let X 10 be the full Hm measure subset of X0 X V consisting of those points p such that
ΘmpX0, pq “ 1 and for which X0 has an approximate tangent m-plane Ep at p.
Fix 0 ă  ă 1{2. By Lusin’s theorem there exists an Hm measurable Z Ă X 10 for which the function
q ÞÑ fpq, TqX0q is continuous and
(40) FmpX 10zZq ď .
Let p P Z and write E ” p`Ep. By Lemmas 3.0.7 and (13) there exists 0 ă d1p ă mintdp, dHpp, V cqu
such that if 0 ă r ă d1p, then
(41) X0pp, rq Ă NpE, r{2q
and
(42) p1´ qαmrm ď HmpX0pp, rqq ď p1` qαmrm.
By Lemma 5.0.1 there exist sequences tNjujPN Ă N and trjujPN Ă Dp X p0, d1pq with rj Ñ 0 such
that
(43) HmpXk XApp, , rjqq ď CV rmj ,
for all k ě Nj , where CV ” suppPX0XV tCm,pu ă 8.
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An upper bound for FmpX0pp, rjqq: By (42), for large enough j, we have
FmpZpp, rjqq “
ż
Zpp,rjq
fpq, TqX0qdHm
ď pfpp,Epq ` qpHmpX0pp, rjqq
ď pfpp,Epq ` qpαmrmj ` rmj q
ď fpp,Epqαmrmj `Krmj ,
where K ă 8 is independent of p, j and . Thus,
(44) FmpX0pp, rjqq ď fpp,Epqαmrmj `Krmj ` FmppX 10zZqpp, rjqq.
A lower bound for FmpXkpp, rjqq: Fix j P N. Since Xk Ñ X0 in the Hausdorff metric, we may
increase Nj if necessary so that
(45) Xkpp, rjq Ă NpE, rj{2q
for all k ě Nj .
For each j P N there exists a Lipschitz map φj : Rn Ñ Rn such that
(a) φj is the identity outside Aj ” App, , rjq XNpE, rjq;
(b) φjpAjq “ Aj ;
(c) On App, {3, p1´ {3qrjq XNpE, rj{2qq, the map φj is orthogonal projection onto E;
(d) φj is C
0-close to a diffeomorphism;
(e) The Lipschitz constant of φj depends only on n.
By Corollary 4.0.8 and (43) it holds that for small enough  ą 0, we may increase the
constant Nj so that if k ě Nj , then φjpXkq contains E X BBpp, p1 ´ {2qrjq. Indeed, if
E X BBpp, p1´ {2qrjq contains a point q which is not in φjpXkq, then we may orthogonally
project φjpXkpp, p1´{2qrjqq onto E, and then radially project the resulting set away from q
onto EXBBpp, p1´{2qrjq. For  ą 0 small enough, the image of φjpXkq by this map will be
contained in the neighborhood U of C, and we may apply the Lipschitz retraction pi : U Ñ C
to create a new sequence tYku Ă SpC,Aq. The sets Yk satisfy Yk “ XkzBpp, rjq Y Zk, where
HmpZkq ď κmCV rmj , and κ ă 8 depends only on the Lipschitz constants of φj and pi.
Using the density bounds in Corollary 4.0.8, we conclude that infktFmpYkqu ă m yielding a
contradiction (c.f. the proof of Theorem 4.0.12 after (37).)
Moreover, there can be no retraction from φjpXkqpp, p1´{2qrjq onto EXBBpp, p1´{2qrjq,
for if there exists such a retraction ρ, then by the Stone-Weierstass theorem for locally
compact spaces, it can be assumed without loss of generality to be Lipschitz. As a Lipschitz
map, ρ can then be extended by the identity to BBpp, p1 ´ {2qrjq, then to the rest of
Bpp, p1´ {2qrjq using the Kirszbraun theorem, and then finally by the identity to all of Rn.
The sequence tpipρpXkqqu Ă SpC,Aq will yield a contradiction for the same reason as above.
Thus, by the ellipticity of f and (43), it holds that for large enough j and k ě Nj ,
pfpp,Epq ´ qαmp1´ {2qmrmj ď Fmf˜ pφjpXkqpp, p1´ {2qrjqq
ď FmpXkpp, rjqq ` b1LippφjqCV rmj ,
or in other words,
(46) fpp,Epqαmrmj ď FmpXkpp, rjqq `Krmj ,
where K ă 8 is independent of p, j and .
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A Covering: By [Mat99] Theorem 2.8, (44) and (46), there exists a covering tBppi, siquiPI of Hm
almost all Z by disjoint closed balls Bppi, siq with pi P Z and 0 ă si ă d1p small enough so
that
(47) FmpX0ppi, siqq ď fppi, Epiqαmsmi `Ksmi ` FmppX 10zZqppi, siqq
and
(48) fppi, Epiqαmsmi ď FmpXkppi, siqq `Ksmi ,
for k large enough (depending on i.)
Choose a finite subcover tBppi, siquNi“1 such that
FmpZz YNi“1 Zppi, siqq ă .(49)
Associated to each i “ 1, . . . , n is the constant Ni from (43). Let N “ maxitNiu. By
(49), (47), (42), (48), and (40),
FmpX0 X V q ď 2`
Nÿ
i“1
FmpX0ppi, siqq
ď 2`
Nÿ
i“1
fppi, Epiqαmsmi `Ksmi ` FmppX 10zZqppi, siqq
ď 3`
Nÿ
i“1
FmpXkppi, siqq ` 2Ksmi
ď 3` 4KHmpX0 X V q{αm ` FmpXk X V q,
for all k ě N . Therefore,
FmpX0 X V q ď lim inf
kÑ8 F
mpXk X V q ` C,
where C ă 8 is independent of . Since this holds for all  ą 0, the result follows.

In particular, FmpX0zAq “ m. This completes the proof Theorem 2.2.3.
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